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Figure 1: Given the input colors (a) and gradients (b) and (c) with 512 samples per pixel (spp) generated by a gradient-domain path tracing, the
screened Poisson reconstruction that minimizes a L2 error produces a much less noisy image (d) compared to the input (a). It, however, suffers
from visual artifacts caused by gradient outliers. Our approach based on a least trimmed squares (LTS) performs a robust L2 reconstruction
while rejecting the outliers, and it produces visually and numerically improved results (e) compared to the previous L2. We use the relative
mean squared error (relMSE) that measures numerical accuracy of the tested methods using the reference image (f).
Abstract
We present a new outlier removal technique for a gradient-domain path tracing (G-PT) that computes image gradients as well
as colors. Our approach rejects gradient outliers whose estimated errors are much higher than those of the other gradients
for improving reconstruction quality for the G-PT. We formulate our outlier removal problem as a least trimmed squares
optimization, which employs only a subset of gradients so that a final image can be reconstructed without including the gradient
outliers. In addition, we design this outlier removal process so that the chosen subset of gradients maintains connectivity through
gradients between pixels, preventing pixels from being isolated. Lastly, the optimal number of inlier gradients is estimated to
minimize our reconstruction error. We have demonstrated that our reconstruction with robustly rejecting gradient outliers
produces visually and numerically improved results, compared to the previous screened Poisson reconstruction that uses all the
gradients.
CCS Concepts
• Computing methodologies → Rendering; Ray tracing;

1. Introduction
Generating photo-realistic images is a fundamental problem in rendering, and the standard way of simulating realistic lighting effects
is to numerically solve the light transport equation [Kaj86] using
the Monte Carlo (MC) integration. Specifically, MC ray tracing
synthesizes different lighting phenomena, by averaging radiance
values computed from stochastic light paths. The MC rendering
is a general and powerful solution for the light transport problem,
but its main problem is that a large number of light paths should
be evaluated until a visually pleasing image is generated due to the
inevitable nature (i.e., variances) of the MC integration.
As an alternative solution to the standard approach, gradientc 2019 The Author(s)
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domain rendering [LKL∗ 13] that employs image gradients was recently proposed. Especially, Kettunen et al. [KMA∗ 15] proposed
a gradient-domain path tracing (G-PT) where image gradients are
estimated by tracking offset paths of existing light paths (i.e., base
paths) and demonstrated that the estimated gradients (i.e., finite difference of colors from base and offset paths) can have much lower
variances than the original image colors. The gradients as well as
the colors are fed into a screened Poisson reconstruction as input,
and this produces a final image whose colors and gradients are
matched to the input colors and gradients in a least-squares sense.
Unfortunately, the estimated gradients are not always less noisy
than the colors, especially when correlation between base and offset
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paths is low. These problematic cases can introduce gradient outliers, which have much higher variances than the other gradients,
and thus the screened Poisson reconstruction can produce image
artifacts (in Fig. 1 (d)) caused by the outliers.
Handling outliers for image colors robustly has been previously
investigated [DWR10, ZHD18] for the standard MC ray tracing,
but unfortunately removing gradient outliers in reconstruction was
not a well-studied problem in the context of the gradient-domain
rendering. In this paper, we present a new outlier removal technique
that detects and rejects the gradient outliers so that reconstruction
for a gradient-domain path tracing can be performed robustly. Our
technical contributions to remove the outliers are summarized as
the following:
• We formulate our robust reconstruction using a least trimmed
squares (LTS) so that the screened Poisson reconstruction can be
performed with only a subset of gradients, instead of all gradients (Sec. 3).
• We propose to predict gradient outliers within LTS based on an
actual error that is independent from a particular reconstruction,
accelerating our outlier detection process (Sec. 4.1).
• We further improve reconstruction quality by preserving the connectivity, i.e., information flow, through gradients between pixels, while minimizing reconstruction errors during our outlier
trimming process. This is achieved efficiently by utilizing a minimum spanning tree (Sec. 4.2).
• An optimal trimming parameter that controls how many gradients are used in the LTS is estimated (Sec. 4.3).
Our gradient outlier removal is tested with the gradient-domain
path tracing [KMA∗ 15], and we demonstrate that our reconstruction using a modified LTS improves numerical accuracy of the
screened Poisson reconstruction up to 3×, by robustly trimming
gradient outliers.
2. Previous Work
2.1. Gradient-Domain Rendering
The gradient-domain rendering approach [LKL∗ 13] was inspired in
parts by the success of utilizing gradients in various image processing applications (e.g., image editing [PGB03]). For example, Lehtinen et al. [LKL∗ 13] presented a gradient-domain Metropolis light
transport that increases sampling density for the areas with high
gradients. The key idea in this prior work is to estimate image gradients defined by a finite difference of adjacent pixel colors and to
reconstruct a final image using a screened Poisson reconstruction.
Improved sampling techniques for the gradient-domain Metropolis approach were proposed to reduce estimation errors (e.g., variances) of image gradients [MRK∗ 14].
The gradient-domain path tracing (G-PT) [KMA∗ 15] brought
another breakthrough, which presented an effective gradient computation that estimates image gradients by difference of colors from
base and offset light paths. Especially, the offset paths are built to
be highly correlated to the base paths for reducing variances of estimated gradients. In addition, Bauszat et al. [BPE17] improved the
gradient estimation process by integrating the path reusing technique [BSH02]. A temporal extension of the gradient-domain path

tracing was proposed in [MKD∗ 16] where an additional gradient
over time is estimated and employed in an extended Poisson reconstruction. The gradient-domain rendering approach was also studied in a broad range of light transport algorithms. For example,
Manzi et al. [MKA∗ 15] extended G-PT to a gradient-domain bidirectional path tracing and demonstrated its effectiveness in terms
of noise reduction compared to the conventional bidirectional path
tracing. Additionally, Hua et al. [HGNH17] applied the gradientdomain approach to a photon density estimation.
The essential part for these gradient-domain rendering methods
is to accurately estimate gradients, as these gradients are directly
utilized within the screened Poisson reconstruction. The reconstruction enables to suppress noise in estimated gradients, since this
is basically a regression that finds the best fitting image which minimizes (squared) residuals between input gradients and gradients of
a reconstructed image. Very high estimation errors caused by gradient outliers, however, can produce visually distracting artifacts in
reconstructed images, as discussed in [KMA∗ 15]. We tackle this
outlier problem by extending the screened Poisson reconstruction
into a robust one, which identifies and rejects gradient outliers.

2.2. Outlier Removal for Rendering
Handling spike noise (i.e., outlier) in rendering has been a
long-standing problem [McC99]. For example, Rushmeier and
Ward [RW94] proposed a non-linear filter that spreads out excessive radiance values of outlier pixels into their neighboring pixels so that the total amount of radiance in an image can be preserved. This high-level idea was adapted in a recent denoising technique [MMMG16], where the process is performed using a denoised image. Decoro et al. [DWR10] identified outliers as the radiances that have low density on a joint space (image coordinate and
color space) and removed the spike noise. Zirr et al. [ZHD18] presented a reweighting technique that down-weights outlier samples
instead of removing the samples.
Similar to the prior methods, our technique is an outlier handling method to improve numerical accuracy and visual quality of
rendered images. While the previous methods tackled the outlier
issues of radiance samples for a standard rendering (e.g., path tracing), our work aims to handle gradient outliers to make the reconstruction of a gradient-domain rendering robust. This differentiates
our method from the previous techniques at a high-level.

3. Image Reconstruction using Least Trimmed Squares
Our high-level approach is to get rid of gradient outliers in the
screened Poisson reconstruction given the gradient-domain path
tracing (G-PT) framework [KMA∗ 15], in order to improve quality
of reconstructed images. Fig. 2 illustrates a high-level overview of
our framework. The core part of our algorithm is to identify which
gradients are outliers so that reconstruction can be performed without gradient outliers. In this section, we explain the screened Poisson reconstruction where our outlier removal is applied, followed
by our adaptation to the reconstruction.
Given an input color image y and estimated gradients g, comc 2019 The Author(s)
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Input color image

Final image

y
g
yi , gi
Dµ, Dȳ
ri2
e2i
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m

Table 1: Notations used throughout this paper
input colors, i.e., a column vector with n colors
input gradients
i-th elements of the vectors y and g
ground truth gradients and gradients of an image ȳ
a squared least-squares residual, ri2 = (gi − (Dȳ)i )2
a ground truth error of gi , e2i = (gi − (Dµ)i )2
denoised colors ỹ and gradients g̃ by an image filter
the number of gradients used in LTS

Detected gradient outliers
Outlier
in horizontal direction
Detection

Input gradients in
horizontal direction

Detected gradient outliers
in vertical direction

Input gradients in
vertical direction

Detected outliers

Figure 2: Overview of our outlier removal framework. Our technique takes noisy image gradients as input, and identifies gradient
outliers. We reformulate the existing Poisson reconstruction into a
new optimization using a least trimmed squares, where identified
gradient outliers are not involved during reconstruction, in order to
improve reconstruction quality.

puted by the G-PT, a final image is reconstructed by solving the
screened Poisson reconstruction:
"
ŷ = argmin
ȳ

n

2n

i=1

i=1

#

∑ (α(yi − ȳi ))2 + ∑ (gi − (Dȳ)i )2 ,

(1)

where the subscript i denotes i-th element of a vector. In the equation above, Dȳ = [Ddx ȳ; Ddy ȳ] is the column vector of size 2n,
which is constructed by applying finite differential operators Ddx
and Ddy into a reconstructed image ȳ along horizontal and vertical
directions. The user-parameter α controls the relative importance of
the image color y compared to input gradients g = [gdx ; gdy ], where
gdx and gdy are gradients in horizontal and vertical directions respectively. The α is typically set to a low value (e.g., 0.2), and thus
reconstruction quality is dominated by accuracy of estimated gradients g.

To fulfill our idea, we adapt the screened Poisson reconstruction using a robust estimator, least trimmed squares (LTS) [Rou84], which
conducts the following least-squares optimization with a subset of
gradients:
"
#
ŷ = argmin
ȳ

n

m

i=1

o=1

∑ (α(yi − ȳi ))2 + ∑ (go − (Dȳ)o )2

.

(3)

In the equation above, go and (Dȳ)o are the o-th gradient
pair
in a sorted list with respect to their isquared residuals,
h
2
2
r1 = (g1 − (Dȳ)1 )2 , ..., r2n
= (g2n − (Dȳ)2n )2 , in the ascending
order. If the trimming parameter m is set to 2n, this minimization
is equivalent to the original Poisson reconstruction (Eq. 1). Otherwise, only m gradients are included in the optimization while removing 2n − m gradient outliers.

Note that there are 2n
m gradient subsets of size m and the intermediate reconstruction ȳ is generally changed given a different
gradient subset. As a result, the residuals vary by selecting a gradient subset, and the required number
 of the ordered lists that should
be created and evaluated is 2n
m if a brute-force search is used to
find the exact LTS solution. Overall, this will result in a prohibitive
computational overhead that is inappropriate for our rendering application. We address this problem in the next section (Sec. 4).
Technically, this trimming process corresponds to make 2n − m
rows of the design matrix X (in Eq. 2) zero, which can be designed
by introducing an additional diagonal matrix T whose diagonal elements are either zero or one. The binary values indicate whether or
not the corresponding entry is included in the optimization process:

The unique solution of this optimization problem in a leastsquares sense can be obtained by solving the normal equation:

(X t T X)ŷ = X t T b.

(X t X)ŷ = X t b,

Note that the first n diagonal entries in the trimming matrix T ,
which are corresponding to input colors y, are set to one, as our
problem is to remove only gradient outliers that greatly affect visual quality of this gradient based reconstruction (e.g., artifacts in
Fig. 1 (d)). Our adaptation using LTS to the original screened Poisson reconstruction is conceptually simple, but the crucial challenge
is to decide which gradients are outliers. Our technical contributions to resolve this technical problem are presented in the subsequent section.

(2)

where the 3n×n design matrix X is set by concatenating three n×n
matrices formed by αI, Ddx , and Ddy . The I denotes the identity
matrix and b = [αy; g]. This can be efficiently solved by a conjugate
gradient descent, as the design matrix is sparse.
Let us denote ground truth gradients by Dµ = [Ddx µ; Ddy µ],
which can be obtained by applying the differential operators to
the ground truth image µ. The reconstruction quality of the normal equation (Eq. 2), however, can be deteriorated when the error
of input gradients, e2i = (gi − (Dµ)i )2 , is high.
To mitigate this problem, we identify and reject the gradient outliers whose errors are much higher than those of other gradients.
c 2019 The Author(s)
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(4)

4. Robust, yet Efficient Removal for Gradient Outliers
To conduct our least trimmed squares (Eq. 4), the entries of the
trimming matrix T should be selected as either zero (for outliers)
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Figure 3: Input (a) and denoised gradients (b) in horizontal (top
row) and vertical (bottom row) directions. To identify gradient outliers (marked with green dots in (c)), we estimate the errors of the
input gradients by employing the denoised gradients. The resulting
gradients (d), which are gradients of our reconstruction result using only the inlier gradients identified by our approach, have less
outliers than the input gradients (a).


or one (for inliers). The exhaustive search of considering 2n
m gradient subsets, described in Sec. 3, is computationally prohibitive,
since the number of pixels n is typically very large. In the general context of LTS regression, the computational issue has been
addressed by limiting the exhaustive search space [AC99, RVD06]
and the LTS was tested up to a moderate size of samples (e.g., 50K
in [RVD06]). Our sample size 2n (e.g., typically more than one million), however, is too large to apply these general solutions to our
problem.
Inspired by the previous attempts [AC99, RVD06] in the LTS
context, we also limit the search space instead of computing the
exact LTS solution, but we propose a solution specialized for our
problem so that gradient outliers can be trimmed while maintaining a low computational overhead. Our key idea of alleviating the
computational burden is to select m gradient pairs of go and (Dȳ)o
(in Eq. 3) in their ordered list with respect to its actual error, e2o =
(go − (Dµ)o )2 , instead of its squared residual ro2 = (go − (Dȳ)o )2 .
Note that the squared residuals typically vary depending on a gradient subset of size m, since each intermediate result ȳ (in Eq. 3)
from a subset yields different residuals and thus a changed sorted
list. The actual errors, however, are independent from a reconstruction, and thus the ordered list is fixed.
This approach drastically reduces the computational complexity
of the original LTS algorithm, as the ordered list is computed only
once. As a downside, our approach replaces the known statistics
(i.e., residuals) with the unknown actual errors, and thus it requires
an estimation for the ground truth gradients Dµ. In addition, we
should estimate the reconstruction errors given different sizes of
the trimming parameter m in order to find the optimal one mopt . We
present the required estimation processes in the following sections.

(b) L2
relMSE 0.0331

(c) LTS using our
estimated errors
relMSE 0.0251

(d) LTS using
reference errors
relMSE 0.0198

(e) Reference
1024K spp

Figure 4: Results with the screened Poisson reconstruction (b) and
our method using a least trimmed squares (LTS) from our estimated
(c) and reference errors (d). For the LTS results, we remove an optimally chosen 5% of gradients, considered as outliers, to improve
reconstruction quality. Both (c) and (d) do not consider connectivity between pixels, and considering the connectivity for our LTS
approach is shown in Fig. 6, resulting in better quality.

to estimate the actual error e2i = (gi − (Dµ)i )2 , as it contains the unknown ground truth gradients Dµ = [Ddx µ; Ddy µ]. To this end, we
take a simple plug-in approach that replaces the ground truth values with denoised gradients, g̃ = [g̃dx ; g̃dy ], by applying a denoising
filter into the input gradients g = [gdx ; gdy ]. As a result, the actual
error is estimated as ê2i = (gi − g̃i )2 , which is independent from a
reconstruction. The error is estimated only once before applying
the LTS based reconstruction.
For the denoising operation, we adopt a non-local means (NLM)
filter [RKZ12] that utilizes the per-pixel distance using a patchwise manner. The minor modification to the denoising for our problem is that we compute the distance using the input color image y
to reduce the noise in input gradient images gdx and gdy . This can
be considered a cross non-local means as the input color serves as
a feature. One may employ recent denoising approaches using machine learning techniques (e.g., [CKS∗ 17, BVM∗ 17]) to improve
estimation quality, but we choose the NLM due to its simplicity.
As shown in Fig. 3, the NLM blurs small details in the input gradients due to its bias, but this constructs reasonable estimates for the
ground truth while preserving strong gradients.
Given the adaptation to the LTS, in practice we need to sort the
gradient pairs of gi and (Dȳ)i only once, since our technique creates a fixed ordered list with respect to their estimation errors ê2i
that is irrelevant to the ȳ. Specifically, we sort input gradients gi using the estimated errors and select the first m input gradients with
lower errors to solve the LTS problem (Eq. 3). The diagonal elements in the trimming matrix T (in Eq. 4) corresponding the m
gradients are set to one and the others are set to zero. Technically,
the trimming matrix T is determined independently from the intermediate reconstruction ȳ and thus we are able to directly solve the
modified normal equation (in Eq. 4) for LTS, without evaluating
the LTS criteria (Eq. 3) from each intermediate reconstruction.

4.1. Estimation for Optimal Gradient Subset

As shown in Fig. 4, our estimation using the NLM works reasonably well for our problem. For example, our result with this simple
estimation shows only 27% higher error than the result with the actual errors. To compute the actual errors, we use a reference image
where a large number of samples are used.

In this subsection, we present a process to estimate the unknown error e2i so that the LTS can be performed efficiently given a specific
trimming parameter m. Our adaptation to the original LTS requires

Our simple adaptation to the LTS reduces visual artifacts (e.g.,
Fig. 4 (b)) caused by gradient outliers. It, however, still has noticeable artifacts (e.g., spike noise in Fig. 4 (c)), since removing
c 2019 The Author(s)
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(a) Input graph with
colors and gradients

(b) Graph with 50%
trimmed edges
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relMSE 0.0331
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1024K spp

relMSE 0.2509
(a) Input color
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relMSE 0.0383
(b) L2

relMSE 0.0491
(c) LTS without
MST (m=95%)

relMSE 0.0140
(d) LTS with MST
(m=95%)

80K spp
(e) Reference

(c) Graph with 50%
trimmed edges by MST

Figure 5: Illustration of our problem on a 2D grid, where vertices V and edges E represent pixel colors and image gradients,
respectively. An outlier removal without considering connectivity
between vertices can produce isolated vertices (marked by arrows
in (b)), and it results in noisy reconstructed colors (i.e., input colors). We address this problem by forcing the connectivity to our
reconstruction using the minimum spanning tree (c).

gradient outliers can affect the neighboring pixels in reconstruction. In the following section, we present a technical contribution
addressing this artifact by considering connectivity between pixels
for higher reconstruction quality.

Figure 6: Reconstruction results by the screened Poisson reconstruction without our outlier rejection (b), our LTS without MST
(c) and with MST (d). When gradient outliers are removed without
consideration for connectivity between pixels, some of input colors
whose gradients are all removed are bypassed into the reconstruction result (c). We address this challenge using MST, and the result
with MST (d) shows much higher visual quality compared to the
one without using MST (c).

4.2. Gradient Outlier Removal with Minimum Spanning Tree
In this section, we present a new technique that removes gradient
outliers while preserving connectivity between pixels. We model
our outlier removal problem on a 2D grid, G = (V, E), where vertices V and edges E represent pixel colors and gradients, as shown
in Fig. 5. On the grid, our outlier removal problem with LTS can be
formulated as trimming edges (i.e., rejecting gradient outliers).
Our initial approach, described in the previous section (Sec. 4.1),
selected a subset of gradients in the ordered gradient list that is
constructed without consideration of the connectivity. It can result
in isolated vertices that do not have any edges to neighboring pixels
(in Fig. 5 (b)). The reconstructed pixel colors for these vertices are
simply the noisy input colors y, as gradients cannot be utilized to
reconstruct for those colors. Therefore, it can lead to spike noise in
reconstructed images (e.g., in Fig. 6 (c)).
Note that this new challenge of removing outliers while preserving the connectivity was not previously explored in the context of
outlier removal for rendered images, as the prior work [DWR10]
focused on removing color outliers. Our key idea to tackle this challenge is to employ the minimum spanning tree (MST) within our
LTS based reconstruction. To construct MST, GMST = (V, EMST ),
on the grid, we set edge weights by the estimated error ê2i of corresponding gradients, as described in the previous section (Sec. 4.1).
By the definition of MST, the selected edges are the minimum subset of edges, which minimizes the sum of weights (i.e., gradient
errors) while preventing our outlier removal from the vertex isolation problem.
Given the computed edge set EMST from MST, the least trimmed
squares should include the corresponding edges (i.e., gradients)
Ei ∈ EMST to preserve connectivity between colors. This can be
simply accomplished by updating the estimated gradients error ê2i
c 2019 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2019 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.

(a) Input color, 256 spp
relMSE 0.2512

(b) LTS with an
alternative (m=90%)
relMSE 0.0137

(c) LTS with MST
(m=90%)
relMSE 0.0117

(d) Reference
1024K spp

Figure 7: Reconstruction results with considering connectivity between pixels. For the alternative (b), we add a constraint of forcing
a pixel to have at least one of its four gradients. Our approach using
MST (c) produces less visual artifacts than the alternative.

into a modified one:
ẽ2i

(
0
= 2
êi

Ei ∈ EMST ,
Ei ∈
/ EMST .

(5)

We then sort input gradients with respect to the modified errors ẽ2i ,
and solve the LTS optimization (Eq. 3) with the first m gradients
in the ordered list. Note that as long as the trimming parameter m
is greater than or equal to the number of edges of MST, |EMST | =
n − 1, all the gradients whose edges in EMST can be selected. When
m > |EMST |, other m − |EMST | gradients with smaller errors are
selected, providing additional connectivities among pixels.
Fig. 6 compares the LTS results with and without our modification using MST. Given the tested scenarios, our results with MST
show much lower reconstruction errors (e.g., 2× and 3.5× lower)
than the results without MST, thanks to the improved connectivity.
As an alternative to MST, we may simply add a constraint of forcing a pixel to have at least one of its four gradients so that we avoid
isolated pixels that do not have any edge. This, however, can generate disconnected groups of pixels (i.e., multiple small trees) and
thus visual artifacts (e.g., discontinuities) between different groups
can be introduced, as shown in Fig. 7.
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presented in Rousselle et al. [RKZ11]. The reconstruction error depends on the unknown ground truth color µi ,
and thus this error needs to be also estimated.
To estimate the actual relMSE, we also take a plug-in approach
that replaces the ground truth color µi with a denoised color ỹi ,
which is similar to the approach used in estimation for gradient
errors (e2i in Sec. 4.1). Specifically, we employ the non-local means
again to generate the denoised color. The relMSE of the output ŷ is
then estimated as 1/n ∑ni=1

(ŷi −ỹi )2
.
ỹ2i +0.01

Given our estimation process for a reconstruction result ŷ with
a trimming parameter m, our final task is to find the optimal trimming parameter mopt that minimizes the relMSE, by comparing estimated relMSEs from different trimming sizes. For this process,
we use a simple iterative approach that tests different sizes of m
from 50% of the total number of gradients 2n. Specifically, we increase the size in steps of 5% until m = 2n.
Fig. 8 shows how our simple estimation works to find the optimal trimming parameter mopt . Our estimated relMSEs (in Fig. 8)
show some discrepancy compared to the actual relMSEs. Nonetheless, ranks of trimming parameters with respect to errors are well
estimated, thanks to high correlations between estimated and actual
relMSE (e.g., 0.9573 on average in Fig. 8). As a result, our process
tends to properly select the optimal trimming parameter mopt for
the tested cases. We then perform the modified normal equation for
LTS (Eq. 4) using a trimming matrix T whose mopt diagonal elements are one for using chosen inlier gradients. The other 2n−mopt
elements in T are set to zero so that corresponding gradient outliers
are removed for our reconstruction.
5. Implementation Details
We have implemented our outlier removal technique on top of the
public implementation provided by the authors of the gradientdomain path tracing work [KMA∗ 15], which built upon the Mitsuba renderer [Jak10]. To compute a minimum spanning tree (in
Sec. 4.2), the Kruskal’s algorithm [CLRS09] is used. For the nonlocal means (NLM) filter used in our plug-in estimators, we use the
following squared distance between two pixels p and q:
(y p − yq )2 − (σ2 (y p ) + σ2 (yq ))
,
∆ (p, q) =
10−10 + k2 (σ2 (y p ) + σ2 (yq ))
2
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Our final task is to estimate the optimal trimming parameter
mopt by comparing reconstruction errors from different sizes of
m. We optimize this parameter so that the reconstruction image
with the optimal one is matched with the unknown ground truth
image. In this sense, we define the ground truth reconstruction
error by the well-known relative mean squared error (relMSE),

relMSE

4.3. Estimation for Optimal Trimming Parameter
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Figure 8: Comparisons between our estimated and actual relMSEs.
The discrepancy between the two errors is noticeable due to estimation errors of our approach, but ranks of different trimming parameters with respect to the errors are well estimated. As a result,
we can properly estimate the optimal parameters that minimize the
relMSE for the tested cases.

relMSE 0.0624
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(a) Input color
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(b) Denoised color
by NLM
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(d) Our LTS
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Figure 9: To detect gradient outliers, our error estimation employs
a NLM filter that produces denoised colors (b) of the input image
(a). While it removes some high-frequency information, noise in
the input image is effectively removed. Our method, which aims
at improving reconstruction quality of G-PT, enables the screened
Poisson reconstruction to generate improved accurate results (d),
by removing gradient outliers.

two patches P(p) and P(q) by summing the pixel distances over the
pixels within the patch:
∆2 (P(p), P(q)) =

1
∑ ∆2 (p + i, q + i),
|P(0)| i∈P(0)

(7)

(6)

where the pixel indices p and q are elements of each patch P(p)
and P(q) (i.e., squared boxes centered at p and q pixels). Specifically, the distance is defined as a weighted squared distance of
two input colors y p and yq . For the variance weighting, we use the
sample variances σ2 (y p ) and σ2 (yq ) of the colors y p and yq , respectively. We set the smoothing parameter k to 0.45. Given the
distance function between two pixels, the NLM uses a distance of

where P(0) is a relative index set, i.e., offsets, for iterating pixel
indices for the patches. The denoising weight w(p, q) from a neighboring pixel q to a center pixel p is then simply defined to w(p, q) =
2
e−max(0,∆ (P(p),P(q))) . We use the weight to denoise input gradient
dx
images g and gdy for estimating ground truth gradients (Sec. 4.1)
and also to denoise the input color image y to estimate the ground
truth colors (Sec. 4.3). For example, a denoised color ỹi at pixel
i is a weighted average, ỹi = ∑ j∈Ωi w(i, j)y j / ∑ j∈Ωi w(i, j), of its
c 2019 The Author(s)
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relMSE 0.0127

136 spp (113.2 s)
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134 spp (111.9 s)
relMSE 0.0113

512K spp

192 spp (174.2 s)
relMSE 0.0211
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relMSE 0.3003
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relMSE 0.0489

200 spp (171.9 s)
relMSE 0.0284
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relMSE 0.0517
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relMSE 0.0211

80K spp

268 spp (224.3 s)
relMSE 0.0045
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relMSE 0.0334
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relMSE 0.0066

268 spp (224.3 s)
relMSE 0.0048
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relMSE 0.0082

268 spp (224.3 s)
relMSE 0.0045

512K spp
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relMSE 0.0162
(a) Our LTS

180 spp (108.6 s)
relMSE 0.3633
(b) Input color

180 spp (109.1 s)
relMSE 0.0314
(c) L1

178 spp (107.8 s)
relMSE 0.0278
(d) L1 with ours

184 spp (108.3 s)
relMSE 0.0481
(e) L2

176 spp (108.0 s)
relMSE 0.0162
(f) Our LTS

1024K spp
(g) Reference

Figure 10: Equal-time comparisons. The previous reconstruction techniques (L1 (c) and L2 (e)), which employ all image gradients, tend to
produce visual artifacts caused by gradient outliers. L1 with our approach (d) reduces the visual artifacts of L1 (c), since it uses only inlier
gradients identified by our approach. Also, our LTS reconstruction (f), which performs a robust L2 reconstruction while rejecting gradient
outliers, greatly reduces visual artifacts and generates more accurate results, compared to L2 (e).
neighboring colors y j defined in a denoising window Ωi centered
at i. We use a 19 × 19 denoising window and 7 × 7 patch size.
Technically, in G-PT, image gradients are defined by a finite difference between colors of a pixel and its adjacent pixels and thus
we assume a correlation between the gradients of two pixels (center
and its neighboring pixel) and their surrounding colors. We employ
the correlation using the weight function that computes a patchwise distance based on input colors. However, this heuristic is not
ideal as we cannot guarantee a high correlation between gradients
and primal colors. Designing a sophisticated filter specialized for
reducing noise in input gradients while fully considering the correlation would be desirable, but we leave this as a future work. Fig. 9
shows the results of our method that performs a robust reconstruction guided by our error estimation, which employs the denoised
images generated by NLM.
6. Results and Discussion
We have tested the proposed outlier rejection on a desktop with two
Xeon 2.40GHz CPUs and a GTX 1080 Ti graphics card. We have
compared our LTS reconstruction to the screened Poisson reconstruction [KMA∗ 15], which minimizes the L2 error (Eq. 1). Note
c 2019 The Author(s)
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that the previous L2 reconstructs an image using all gradients, but
our LTS performs a robust L2 reconstruction using only inlier gradients. In addition, as discussed in the previous work [KMA∗ 15],
the L1 version of the screened Poisson reconstruction can be visually preferable to the L2 as it provides less visual artifacts. Hence,
we additionally validate our outlier removal for the L1 reconstruction. Specifically, we pass only inlier gradients to the L1 reconstruction so that it can generate the final image while rejecting the gradient outliers identified our method; we call it L1 with ours. Note
that the estimated inlier gradients by our method are identical for
both our LTS and the L1 with ours. To compare the tested methods
numerically, the relative mean squared error (relMSE) [RKZ11] is
used.
Scenes. We have validated our method for the four scenes (Bathroom, Bookshelf, Kitchen, and Door) that were extensively tested
in the gradient-domain path tracing (G-PT) [KMA∗ 15]. The
1280×720 image resolution is used for all the scenes. As described
in G-PT [KMA∗ 15], G-PT tends to produce noisy gradients for
the scenes (e.g., Kitchen in the third row of Fig. 10) where many
glossy surfaces exist. In addition, although G-PT produces much
improved results compared to the standard path tracing, G-PT has
a similar problem (slow convergence) to the standard path tracing
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Table 2: Timing breakdown of our LTS for the Kitchen
Task
Time (ms) Percent (%)
Estimation for gradients errors
885
53
MST generation
307
18
LTS with different trimming sizes
493
29
Total reconstruction time
1685
100

1024
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1024

(d) Door

Figure 11: Numerical convergence plots. We measure relMSEs by
varying the number of samples for the tested methods. Our outlier
removal consistently reduces the errors of reconstructed images irrespective of using L1 or L2 reconstruction.
for the cases (e.g., Bookshelf and Door in the second and last rows
of Fig. 10) where the unidirectional path sampling is hard to find
light paths. We test our outlier removal for the scenes where there
are various visual artifacts (See (c) and (e) in Fig. 10).
Equal-time comparisons. As shown in Fig. 10, our methods (L1
with ours and LTS) generate improved results both visually and
numerically by minimizing visual artifacts caused by gradient outliers. Especially, our LTS (i.e., a robust L2 reconstruction) has reduced errors (0.0211 and 0.0162) compared to the previous L1 and
L2 (0.0489 and 0.0314 from L1 and 0.0517 and 0.0481 from L2)
for the Bookshelf and Door scenes where gradient outliers generate severe visual artifacts (See (e) in Fig. 10). We have also found
that the previous L1 results have less visual artifacts compared to
L2, and thus it can be more visually preferable at the expense of
introducing a reconstruction bias (e.g., energy loss in reconstructed
images) as discussed in the previous work [KMA∗ 15]. Our method
for the L1 leads to meaningful improvements (e.g., 72% for the
Bookshelf) by minimizing negative effects introduced from gradient outliers.
Numerical convergence. Fig. 11 shows numerical results across
different numbers of samples per pixel (spp) for tested methods.
Our methods (L1 with ours and LTS) consistently produce numerically improved results compared to the previous techniques.
It clearly indicates that gradient outlier issues present even for relatively large numbers of samples (e.g., 1K spp). The main reason
why our method achieves improvements even with a high spp is
because relative (not absolute) errors of gradients are employed
to identify and reject outlier gradients within our approach. Additionally, for the Bookshelf scene where strong gradient outliers
exist, the error (0.0216) of our LTS with 128 spp is similar to those
(0.0222 and 0.0206) of the previous L1 and L2 with 4× more samples (512 spp).

Computational overhead. Table 2 shows the time breakdown of
our outlier removal for the Kitchen scene. Our computational overhead mostly depends on a given image resolution, and thus we have
observed similar times for other scenes where the same image resolution, 1280 × 720 is used. Estimating gradient errors has a major
portion (53%), as it relies on a non-local means filter that computes
an expensive patch-wise distance. In addition, to estimate the optimal trimming parameter mopt takes 29% of the overall overhead,
since it requires to perform our LTS in multiple times given different m values. The total reconstruction time (1.685 s) of our LTS is
increased to 2.161 s when L1 with our method is performed, as L1
itself is much expensive than L2. These computation times are not
negligible compared to the times (1.180 s for L1 and 0.590 s for L2)
of the previous approaches. Nonetheless, those can be acceptable
when considering performance improvements by our approach, as
demonstrated in the equal-time comparisons (Fig. 10).
Limitations and future work. Our method does not aim to reduce
the sampling errors of inlier gradients from the gradient-domain
path tracing [KMA∗ 15], and thus our results show noticeable visual
artifacts when the errors of inliers are very high, especially with a
small number of samples (Fig. 12). Integrating our outlier handling
into biased reconstruction methods (e.g., a regularized Poisson reconstruction [MVZ16]) would be an interesting research direction,
as the biased techniques are able to reduce variances of inlier gradients while introducing an additional bias.
In addition, our heuristic for estimating gradient errors can misclassify inlier gradients into outliers. Specifically, errors of gradients can be overestimated in the area where ground truth gradients
are very high, especially in bright image regions. The misclassification caused by the overestimation can result in non-smooth results
and our supplementary report includes more details on this limitation.
As an important future research, we want to apply our outlier removal into the temporal gradient-domain path tracing [MKD∗ 16],
where temporal gradients are additionally used in the screened
Poisson reconstruction. In this extension, we need to effectively
identify outliers among gradients in the time direction as well as the
outliers of image gradients. In addition to the temporal extension,
it would be interesting to combine our outlier removal with the previous techniques [DWR10, ZHD18] that handle color outliers, so
that both approaches can become complementary to improve the
reconstruction for the G-PT.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a novel technique that rejects gradient outliers to minimize visual artifacts generated by erroneous
gradients for the gradient-domain path tracing [KMA∗ 15]. Rec 2019 The Author(s)
Computer Graphics Forum c 2019 The Eurographics Association and John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
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Figure 12: Failure cases of our method given a small number of
samples, 32 spp. Our techniques ((b) and (d)) produce numerically
better results than the existing reconstruction methods, L1 and L2,
by rejecting gradient outliers. However, visual artifacts of all the
tested are still noticeable, since even inlier gradients are noisy.

[DWR10] D E C ORO C., W EYRICH T., RUSINKIEWICZ S.: Densitybased outlier rejection in Monte Carlo rendering. Computer Graphics
Forum 29, 7 (2010), 2119–2125. 2, 5, 8, 9
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moving outliers in a reconstruction stage has been a well-known
problem in rendering, but the previous outlier removal techniques
(e.g., [DWR10]) focused on only color outliers. Our technique can
be considered a new technical attempt to reject gradient outliers,
which introduces an additional technical challenge (e.g., consideration of connectivity between pixels). Our approach that removes
gradient outliers is formulated with a least trimmed squares (LTS)
and the LTS is efficiently performed based on estimated actual errors instead of residual errors. In addition, we add a novel constraint
formed by MST into the LTS, in order to resolve the connectivity
issue. We have demonstrated that robustly handling gradient outliers in a reconstruction stage can be a new route to improve performance of the gradient-domain rendering.
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